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DEAR READER,

We have always associated a pronounced sense of responsibility for our company, so-
ciety and the environment with the “honourable businessman” – a historical model that 
originated in Europe and was embraced by German businesses long before “corporate 
responsibility” emerged in the USA.

One such honourable businessman was Alfred Talke Snr. In 1947, he founded our 
company on values and convictions that we still live by today. For him, it went without 
saying that he and his employees would responsibly handle the chemical substances 
entrusted to them, while using resources as sparingly as possible. And he knew that 
he could only develop a sustainable business if the business was profitable. After all, 
profits make it possible to give employees further training and invest in new, eco-friend-
ly technology and modern equipment, which in turn allows us to offer our customers 
long-term support.

A lot has happened since then, and TALKE has become a reliable, leading supply 
chain partner for the chemical and petrochemical industries. As a third-generation 
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family business, we have more than 2,400 employees working to ensure our customers’ 
success in Europe, the Middle East, India, China and the USA.

The world is more complex and transport chains are more fragile. The growing scar-
city of resources and rising energy costs are confronting companies with completely 
different challenges regarding sustainable operation than was the case 70 years ago. 
What’s more, there are new security risks that we have to adapt to through risk ma-
nagement. Customers not only expect high quality and safety standards; they want a 
solvent partner with whom they can grow sustainably over the long term. And emplo-
yees don’t just want careers; they want to identify with their employers and their values, 
actively participate in setting the company’s course and be proud of what the company 
achieves.

Taking responsibility for your company, society and the environment has therefore be-
come all the more important in recent decades. It’s thanks to new company forms that 
we now talk about corporate responsibility instead of the honourable businessman. 
However, it boils down to the same thing: striking a balance between economic, en-
vironmental and social responsibility. 

TALKE also feels driven to embrace these values. For us, acting responsibly and sustain-
ably is the cornerstone of our success and future viability. In all our activities, we place 
tremendous value on behaving carefully and responsibly towards society and the en-
vironment. Complying with all national and international regulations, including social 
legislation and labour laws, is just as important for us as respecting human rights and 

combatting corruption, as well as voluntarily taking social responsibility beyond the 
extent required by law. In this sense, we consider ourselves a “responsible corporate 
citizen” – and this is a guiding principle for all our business units in all their activities.

In 2014, we continued to reinforce these values in our work. We invested as much in 
our employees and their qualifications as we did in new equipment and measures to 
minimise our use of resources. In addition, we endeavoured to improve the lives of 
more young people through our charitable foundation, LIGHT (Live in Greater Hope for 
Tomorrow).

You’ll learn about these and other measures in this, our first ever sustainability report. 
The report indicates that we’re aware of our impact on society and the environment – 
and that we wish to analyse and carefully influence this in the years to come.

At the same time, we’d like to help you form a more complete picture of our activities 
and hope that you enjoy reading this report.

Yours,

Alfred Talke
Group Managing Director
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Logistic services for the chemical and petrochemical industries are the beating heart of 
our business. Many of our customers value our knowledge and experience, and have 
already been working with us for a number of years. There’s one simple reason for 
this: we’re prepared to explore new avenues and maintain consistently high quality 
and safety standards for all our services. As an owner-led company, we benefit from 
short decision-making processes and the ability to invest in new sites, state-of-the-art 
equipment and ongoing staff training. 

We support our customers’ growth by keeping our fingers on the pulse of the supply 
chain. We’re present at the logistics hub in Dubai, as well as in India, Saudi Arabia 
and the port of Antwerp. Whether at our own sites or those of our customers, we offer 
standard and bespoke, best-in-class transport, logistics and consulting services. 

By cooperating closely with our specialists in each of these areas, we’re able to do 
justice to the complexity of modern-day logistics supply chains. 

ALFRED TALKE (GROUP MANAGING DIRECTOR)
ARMIN TALKE (MANAGING DIRECTOR)       NORBERT TALKE (MANAGING DIRECTOR)
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SAFE TRANSPORT OF HAZARDOUS 
AND NON-HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

TALKE transports solids, liquids and gases, and can provide temperature-controlled 
transport on request. Alongside non-hazardous and hazardous chemicals of virtually 
all classes, we offer the safe and reliable transport, storage and handling of substan-
ces for food and feed production, the pharmaceutical industry and a wide range of 
other sectors. In addition, we’re an approved specialist waste management company 
and therefore assist our customers in reverse logistics.

TALKE’s customers also have a lot of options in terms of volume. From silos of bulk ma-
terials to small volumes measured to the gram for testing and sampling, we’ll reliably 
deliver any quantity of product to its destination.
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Classes 2, 3, 4 Class 5Class 2 Class 6 Class 8 Class 9

MATERIALS WE TRANSPORT

LIQUIDS liquid chemical, petrochemi-
cal and life sciences products

SOLIDS dry chemical, petrochemical, 
life science and other products

GASES

NON-HAZARDOUS AND HAZARDOUS
GOODS of virtually all classes – with the 
exception of explosive and radioactive 
materials

PRODUCTION RESIDUES FOR 
RECYCLING AND DISPOSAL

environmentally hazardous substances elevated temperature substances



OUR LOGISTICS SERVICES: VERSATILE, 
CUSTOMER-ORIENTED AND RIGHT WHERE YOU NEED US

TALKE supports chemical and petrochemical companies with a dense network of storage 
facilities throughout Europe, the Middle East and India. We assist our customers in 
production and distribution with comprehensive warehousing services. 

Demand is also growing for our on-site services and we’re happy 
to manage and operate our customers’ logistics facilities on request.

Our state-of-the-art single- and multi-client centres provide a firm foundation for 
high-performance logistics solutions. We store and handle almost every product in our 
customers’ industries, including solid and liquid bulk, non-hazardous materials, and 
the usual hazardous chemicals in all major packaging types, as well as bulk materials 
in silos and tankers that can be temperature-controlled on request.

As well as secure storage, many of our sites also offer extensive value-added services, 
such as packaging and re-packaging – from tankers to canisters and silos to bags – 
as demanded by the supply chain or market. If necessary, we can also remove small 
volumes as laboratory and product samples. Where products have specific quality 
criteria like moisture content, we guarantee these by coordinating closely with our 
customers’ quality assurance teams.
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LOGISTIC SOLUTIONS – 
BECAUSE WE LOVE SHARING OUR EXPERTISE

TALKE understands the logistical structures and processes of the chemical industry 
supply chain and we’re happy to put this best-practice knowledge at our customers’ 
disposal, whether they want to modernise an existing logistics plant, design and build 
a new plant, or plan a supply chain.

Our experts analyse logistics processes, offer recommendations for optimisation, plan 
and build entire turnkey logistics facilities and procure technical equipment. Many 
companies in the chemical and petrochemical industries also outsource the operation 
of their on-site plants to TALKE. As a result, customers profit from all our expertise in 
chemical logistics and can get all the services they need from a single source.

STORAGE SOLUTIONS TO MEET 
EVERY CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT

Thanks to state-of-the-art warehouse management and fast response times, our custo-
mers’ products are ready at the precise moment they need to deliver these to their 
own customers. Our warehouse locations reflect the varied nature of our customers’ 
products and requirements, and we have storage capacity for all of the materials we 
transport.

Our compliance with all the latest standards ensures safe, efficient processes for all 
our services. To minimise risks as far as possible, every site relies on safety precautions 
tailored to its needs. All our warehouses are equipped with gas and fire alarm systems 
and CO2 sprinkler systems depending on the materials stored, for instance.
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LOGISTIC 
SOLUTIONS SERVICES

 Consulting

 Supply chain optimisation

 Engineering

 Procurement

 Construction

Our logistic solutions are modular by nature. This means customers can either benefit 
from our expertise with an all-inclusive package or enlist our help with individual 
challenges – such as licencing procedures or logistics tenders. We can also advise 
customers on existing manufacturing processes.
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TECHNICAL SERVICES:  
EQUIPMENT IN TOP CONDITION – GUARANTEED

Safety and reliability are top priorities for TALKE – and can only be assured through 
the use of modern, safe and well-maintained equipment. We operate our own repair 
shop for the maintenance, repair and modification of transport equipment at our head 
office in Hürth, Germany.

Dry bulk trucks, tankers and IBCs are also professionally cleaned at our Hürth and 
Stade sites. As a result of our scrupulous cleaning, faultless equipment is always ready 
to be deployed at a moment’s notice.

This applies not only to the containers provided by TALKE, but also to the external 
vehicles that we maintain, repair and clean for our customers as a matter of course.
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TALKE 
TECHNICAL SERVICES

 Tank and dry bulk vehicle cleaning

 Repairs and modifications

 Tests, inspections and approvals

 Product extraction



STAKEHOLDER 
COMMUNICATIONS

Our most important stakeholders include our employees, our business partners and 
the owners of ALFRED TALKE GmbH & Co. KG. We also like to keep local residents, 
regional authorities and industry regulators informed about our activities.

To do this, we use the following communication channels:

EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATIONS:
 Blackboard:   continuous

 Intranet:   ongoing

 Employee magazine:   twice a year

 Driver magazine:   twice a year

 Publication of our principles and guidelines:   ongoing

OWNER COMMUNICATIONS:
 Board meetings:   monthly

 Shareholder meetings:  monthly

 Advisory board meetings: quarterly

 Personal conversations:  daily

BUSINESS PARTNER COMMUNICATIONS:
 Customer meetings:  ongoing

 Email updates: ongoing

 Website:   ongoing

 Invitations to tender:   ongoing

 Tenders and proposals:   ongoing

 Customer magazine:   once a year

 Company brochures:   ongoing

 Company presentations:   ongoing

 Public relations:   as required

OTHER STAKEHOLDER COMMUNICATIONS:
 Neighbourhood brochures:   ongoing

 Public relations:   as required

 Discussions with authorities and regulators:   ongoing

The company’s owners, HSSEQ employees, human resources and corporate commu-
nications departments were all involved in the drafting of this sustainability report. 
During writing, they held numerous conversations with employees from different de-
partments. 
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Taking safety precautions and minimising risk requires a significant investment of time 
and money, which is why it’s one of our goals to turn a profit; this is the only way we 
can invest in modern equipment – like state-of-the-art, user-optimised Mercedes-Benz 
Actros Euro VI tractor units – and ongoing training for our employees.

However, for us, sustainability doesn’t end with our own company. We believe we 
can only achieve our sustainability goals by cooperating with our business partners 
and other stakeholders. Consequently, we’ve been involved for many years in various 
European initiatives that promote sustainability in the chemical industry, as well as in 
the chemical and petrochemical logistics industries. For example, we’re involved in 
the Responsible Care initiative through the European Chemical Transport Associati-
on (ECTA). We’re also a member of the cross-sector Green Freight Europe initiative, 
ChemCologne, a network for the Rhineland chemical industry, the German Association 
of Road Haulage, Logistics and Waste Disposal (BGL), the Transport and Logistics 
Association of North Rhine-Westphalia, the German Freight Forwarding and Logistics 
Association (DSLV), the German Association of Internal Tank Cleaners (DVTI), and the 
German Society for Data Protection and Data Security.

The chemical industry is one of the most important industry sectors. Without it, plastics, 
paints, fertilisers and pharmaceuticals would be unthinkable. From yoghurt pots to the 
smartphone, and from hand creams to aeroplanes, many of the items we use every 
day only exist thanks to chemistry. The transport and logistics of raw materials, in-
termediate products and finished goods are vital to the value-added process, whose 
smooth running is assured by specialist logistics service providers like TALKE. We hand-
le the products and materials entrusted to us with the utmost care and sensitivity – and 
go above and beyond regulatory requirements in many areas.

This is based on our understanding of TALKE as a corporate citizen; as a “responsible 
citizen”, we want to actively support ecological and social issues through our opera-
tions. We’ve therefore nurtured a philosophy of corporate responsibility at the company 
that unites our activities relating to corporate social responsibility (CSR) and corporate 
citizenship. It is our goal to achieve the best possible standard of safety for people, 
society and the environment in our work – while also using resources as efficiently as 
possible.

SUSTAINABILITY:
AN INTRODUCTION

With the global Responsible Care initiative, the chemical industry aims to continually improve com-
panies’ records concerning the environment, safety and health – independently of any legal require-
ments. In doing so, the chemical industry hopes to contribute to solving some of the world’s biggest 
(environmental) problems in the areas that fall under their responsibility and sphere of influence. 

The European Chemical Transport Association aims to optimise the environmental and social 
impact of chemical transport and logistics throughout Europe. It is therefore working to improve 
standards of safety and efficiency, and develop best practices for chemical transport and logistics 
in Europe.
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2014 was a very successful year for TALKE and we invested in sites both at home and 
abroad, while also expanding our network. In February 2014, for instance, we became 
the majority shareholder of the former Friedrich A. Kruse jun. Logistics Services GmbH 
& Co. KG. The second-largest shareholder, Dirk Emmerich, is also a managing partner 
of the new TALKE-Emmerich GmbH & Co. KG. The company’s roughly 150 staff mem-
bers were given new contracts by TALKE.

Thanks to this investment, we are now operating at the Leverkusen and Dormagen 
CHEMPARK sites. There, we support our customers with a wide range of specialist logi-
stic services. Alongside storing and shipping hazardous and non-hazardous chemical 
substances, we also offer blending, grinding, sieving, packing and the packaging 
and re-packaging of solid and liquid bulk. We also package and re-package hot melts 
and powders with a minimum ignition energy of less than 3 mJ. The recipients range 

from testing and sales samples, to boxes, bags, drums and IBCs, to big bags, tank 
containers and train wagons.

In addition, we operate specialist packaging and logistics plants on-site for our custo-
mers, ensuring just-in-time arrival of raw materials in the production process. We also 
fill finished goods into the desired packaging or prepare them for transport in bulk.

Our own storage sites in Dormagen and Leverkusen boast around 50,000 pallet spaces 
in block and racked warehouses. We also have specialised warehouses for technical 
gases, samples and smaller units, together with temperature-controlled storage areas.

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY
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INVESTING IN EXISTING SITES 
AND EQUIPMENT

In Schwarzheide, we’ve created extra capacity for our customer BASF with a new 
racked warehouse featuring 3,000 pallet spaces. The 2,600 m2 facility is used to store 
polymer granulates. This was an investment of around €1.4 million. 

With this additional logistics infrastructure, the Schwarzheide site spans an area of 
48,000 m2, including a 24,750 m2 covered storage area and a 6,000 m2 bonded 
warehouse. The site boasts 23,500 pallet spaces. 

This places us amongst BASF’s largest logistics service providers in 
Schwarzheide.

In 2014, we also began the extension of our container repair shop in Hürth. The 
work was completed in 2015. Spanning an area of 1,200 m2, the site now has even 
more space for the maintenance, modification and inspection of intermediate bulk con-
tainers. The site has plenty of space for its 150 m³ water storage tanks and associated 
pumps for repeat tests, meaning that several containers can now be quickly filled and 
emptied at the same time. Inspections can be carried out daily with all certified testing 
organisations. Alongside a container bogie, welding machines and other equipment, 
the site’s well-trained staff now have an extensive stock of replacement parts, meaning 
they can keep downtimes to a minimum.

Of course we paid extra attention to the environment during the 
workshop extension. District heating, a specially insulated roof area 
and LED lighting help to make the site more sustainable.  

In addition, €27 million was invested in 2014 for 40 new Mercedes-Benz Actros Euro 
VI tractor units, 20 dry bulk trucks, 44 tank containers and 11 tankers, among others.

Dormagen and Leverkusen

 50,000 PALLET  
 SPACES
in block and racked warehouses

Schwarzheide

48,000 m2
block and racked 
warehouses

Hürth

 1,200 m2
more space for 
maintenance

VEHICLE FLEET

 40 MERCEDES-BENZ
 ACTROS EURO VI

 20 DRY BULK TRUCKS

44 TANK CONTAINERS

11 TANKERS
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4 According to DIN 16258 determined Well-to-Wheel-Greenhouse-Gas-Emissions in kg CO2-equiva-
 lents per consumed litre fuel, in consideration of appendix A, chart A4, 7 percent by volume. Well-
 to-Wheel accounts for the emissions caused by the entire process of provision and convertion of fuel 
 to kinetic energy – hence from the well to the road.

1 Scope 1: TALKE-owned fleet within ALFRED TALKE GmbH & Co. KG
2 Loaded and empty kilometres
3 According to DIN 16258 determined Tank-to-Wheel-Greenhouse-Gas-Emissions in kg CO2-equiva-
 lents per consumed litre fuel, in consideration of appendix A, chart A4, 7 percent by volume. 
 Tank-to-Wheel accounts for emissions caused by the pure running of a vehicle.

Like all companies, we use resources such as water and energy. It’s our goal to use 
these as sparingly as possible, so we are gradually investing in state-of-the-art techno-
logy that can help us to reduce our consumption.

In doing so, we are paying particular attention to our vehicle fleet´s Green-
house-Gas-(GHG)-Emissions. Our reporting proves that we’ve consistently succeeded 
in reducing our transport vehicles’ average CO2 emissions in recent years. We achieved 
this by deploying trucks with the latest technology and Euro V and Euro VI engines. In 
2014, we also began equipping around 400 vehicles with the CarCube telematics 
system from Trimble. Among other things, the system transmits information on fuel 

consumption, speed, RPM, acceleration and braking behaviour in real time. This 
allows us to identify and implement potential optimisations. The system also has an 
integrated truck navigation system. This warns the driver of any relevant restrictions 
such as tunnel codes, low overhead clearances and bridge load restrictions. Finally, 
CarCube also suggests timely legal rest breaks in line with legal requirements and 
factors in speed limits and the current traffic situation when providing route planning 
and guidance. By 2018, we expect to have invested a sum of around €1.2 million to 
equip our vehicles with the system.

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY
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7,188,298
Well-to-Wheel-Greenhouse-Gas-
Emissions in kg/CO2e/l [4]

2,281,999 l
total fuel consumption

30.4 l/100 km
average fuel consumption

5,659,359 
Tank-to-Wheel-Greenhouse-Gas-
Emissions in kg/CO2e/l [3] 

FUEL CONSUMPTION AND GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 
IN ROAD TRANSPORT IN THE REPORTING YEAR 2014[1]

7,506,577 km
kilometres driven[2]
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TRAINING FOR CAREFUL 
AND ECONOMICAL DRIVING

Our GHG emissions are also influenced by driving habits. For this reason, we teach 
all our drivers an anticipatory, economical and environmentally friendly driving style 
through behaviour-based safety and eco-training – because those who avoid unneces-
sary acceleration and braking automatically use less fuel and reduce their GHG 
emissions.

Another measure is the use of low rolling resistance tyres, or so-called “green” tyres, 
which also help to reduce fuel consumption. Since they entered the market, we have 
regularly tested different tyres for their suitability for TALKE’s purposes. Over the last 
ten years, we’ve been able to gradually reduce our vehicle fleet’s CO2 emissions – and 
gradually passed on the resulting savings to our customers.

The tyres’ enormous saving potential was demonstrated by Lanxess and TÜV Rhein-
land in a long-term comparative study, for which TALKE supplied two trucks. As part of 
the study, the two trucks drove the same route. One of the vehicles was fitted with low 
rolling resistance tyres and the other was fitted with conventional tyres. After driving a 
combined total of 40,000 km, the results were clear:   

the truck with the “green tyres” used up to 8.5% less fuel – and had 
lower GHG emissions – than the truck fitted with standard tyres.
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INVESTING IN BUILDINGS 
AND FACILITIES

2014 was also marked by significant investments in modernising our sites and equip-
ment. Particular emphasis was placed on upgrading our cleaning stations in Hürth and 
Stade. These are used to clean the interior and exterior of tank and dry bulk trucks and 
containers, as well as IBCs. To make them more environmentally friendly, we started 
using a new cleaning agent last year that has a lower impact on the environment 
without compromising performance.  

Our company’s efficient wastewater cleaning plants also guarantee that dissolved 
chemicals are always removed from the water used for cleaning, which means we can 
divert water of an agricultural quality back into the wastewater network. The plants are 
supervised 24/7 and wastewater values are monitored accordingly. 

Frequent regulatory inspections confirm that we operate these 
reliably and conscientiously.

In Stade, we’ve also invested in extending our office building, meaning we now have 
a further 135 m2 of office space at our disposal. We’ve consistently pursued greater 
energy efficiency here, too. The building is equipped with modern underfloor heating 
and produces its own energy using an on-site air heating pump. The building’s exterior 
walls are clad with an exterior insulation and finishing system.

WATER CONSUMPTION OF COMPANY´S OWN 
TANK CLEANING FACILITIES

CLEANING STATION HÜRTH

 Water in m³/p.a.
     
 30,207
 number of cleanings

 22,927
 average per cleaning
   1.3 m³

CLEANING STATION STADE

 Water in m³/p.a.
     
 15,900
 number of cleanings

 11,450
 average per cleaning
   1.4 m³

Cleaning encompasses tank containers, tank trailers, IBC, dry bulk containers and dry bulk trailers. 
Shown values are statistical averages that vary in practice – depending on e.g. the nature of residues 
and size of container. Substances that require very aggressive detergents are not accepted for clea-
ning.
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Our world is becoming more complex every day. From new technologies and higher 
safety and quality requirements, to evolving legal frameworks, embargoes and new 
customs regulations, modern-day logistics bears no resemblance to the industry it once 
was.

We aren’t just keeping pace with these developments; we want to always stay one 
step ahead – because this is the only way we can offer our customers future-focused 
advice, realistically assess the risks and opportunities of investments, and make solid 
decisions, both for ourselves and our customers.

The foundation for this is solid employee training. Since the company began, we’ve 
sought to train staff to meet our own requirements and we offer committed employees 
the opportunity not only to start their careers with us, but to shape their professional 
futures here, too.

Entry-level training is therefore a crucial element of our HR strategy. On the one hand, 
we feel we have a responsibility to society and future generations. On the other, this 
allows us to ensure our employees have the specific knowledge and skills they need 
to do their jobs carefully and with the level of safety required for both themselves and 
our customers’ products. It is our goal for them to not only develop expertise, but to 
empower them with the conviction for responsible handling of hazardous and non-hazar-
dous materials.

Our company’s professional trainers are therefore as varied as chemical logistics itself. 
They range from professional driver trainers and freight forwarding clerks, to pipe, se-
wer and industrial service technicians, through to automotive mechatronics engineers 
and IT experts. This wide range of skilled occupations reflects the multi-faceted nature 
of our work. At the same time, we also offer all manner of opportunities for school-lea-
vers. When selecting candidates for our traineeship programmes, good grades are 
not the major priority. For us, it’s more important that new starters be attentive, respon-
sible and good team players.

As an international business, we also value employees who are willing to move around. 
If interested, we therefore offer especially talented trainees an additional qualification 
as European Business Assistant.  

TARGETED 
TRAINING

We support our employees in achieving specialist qualifications by offering them our 
own in-house training. In doing so, our HR specialists work with the different TALKE 
business units to design specially tailored staff development programmes. From specia-
lists to generalists, and from non-management employees to executives, a coordinated 
approach guarantees targeted training for every department.

During our annual employee performance reviews, we also agree on targeted further 
training based on the company’s needs and the individual employees’ career plans.

Furthermore, employees are encouraged to highlight their own perceived knowledge 
gaps before attending specialist training events – e.g. in hazardous goods – ensuring 
that these topics will be covered in greater depth.

SOCIAL 
SUSTAINABILITY
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In order to show young people the fascinating job prospects offered by logistics, once a year we 
invite local school pupils to attend the TALKE Junior Academy. In their last year of school, they get the 
chance to spend six days learning about our company, and the traineeships and job prospects we 
offer. We organise the programme in close cooperation with the Hürth-Kendenich, Kerpen-Horrem 
and Bergheim secondary schools. You can find out more at 
www.talke.com/en/careers/talke-junior-academy/.



LOCAL 
SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT

Health, well-being and the future are also the main focus of TALKE’s charitable founda-
tion, LIGHT (Live in Greater Hope for Tomorrow). With LIGHT, we want to help improve 
young peoples’ living conditions and give them better prospects for the future. In doing 
so, we offer long-term support for children and young people in Eastern Europe and 
Germany – because one-off campaigns are popular, but rarely have a lasting positive 
impact.

One of the foundation’s beneficiaries is the Cura hominum e.V. association in Bernau 
near Berlin, which regularly transports aid – collected in the form of in-kind donations 
– to hospitals, children’s homes, schools, churches, nurseries and those in need in 
Ukraine.

Children and young people in Germany also need our help. Since 2011, we have 
been a regular sponsor of the Mittagstisch project at the JuZE youth centre in Hürth, 
launched by the Hürth Child Protection Association. From Monday to Thursday at the 
centre, pupils from Dr. Kürten Secondary School in Hürth receive a hot meal after a 
long day at school, as well as help with their homework. Meals at the centre are coo-
ked on-site with fresh ingredients and all food is paid for using donated funds.

Finally, our trainees conduct a regular campaign to spread a little joy at Christmas. 
Disadvantaged children who visit the Hürth food bank with their families can write 
their Christmas wishes on a piece of paper. Our young professionals then buy the 
children their gifts, wrap them nicely and deliver them to the Hürth food bank for the 
holidays.

COMPANY HEALTH 
MANAGEMENT SCHEME

Health is our most important asset and should be protected at all costs. We support 
this commitment through initiatives such as our company health management scheme, 
which we run to help employees improve and stay healthy. The scheme ranges from 
the provision of fruit at the sites, through free vaccinations and medical check-ups with 
the company physician, to company sports activities. In addition, we work with fitness 
clubs and organise the opportunity for employees to compete in local sporting events 
like the EVL half marathon in Leverkusen. The Cologne sports club ASV, of which we 
are a sponsor, also offers our employees discounts on its full range of sports courses 
and is a valued “sparring partner” who offers us advice in improving the health of our 
workforce.
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SUSTAINABLE 
WORKPLACE SAFETY
Taking responsibility is one of the objectives of TALKE’s company officers. Responsible 
employees – such as those who work in hazardous goods and workplace health and 
safety – ensure compliance with all the applicable legal requirements and regularly 
report back to the relevant authorities. 

1Accord européen relatif au transport international des marchandises Dangereuses par Route,  
 English: European Agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road

SAFETY IN 
ALL SITUATIONS

However, all our other employees are also careful when dealing with potential ha-
zards. To guarantee this, we raise our employees’ safety awareness with relevant 
training and promote regular staff development – especially regarding occupational 
safety. This training forms part of TALKE’s own extended behaviour-based safety (BBS) 
programme. BBS revolves around the influence of peoples’ own behaviour, where, 
in addition to clear rules on workplace safety, employees internalise safe working 
practices – and pay the necessary attention to their work even during routine tasks.
 
Furthermore, TALKE employees benefit from a number of annual training seminars on 
health and safety, environmental protection and accidents law, as well as fire safety. 
Afterwards, participant surveys help us to monitor the quality and relevance of the 
training and improve it for the future.

In special, practical seminars, our drivers learn for example how to carefully handle 
potential hazards, as well as how to minimise or avoid them completely through their 
own careful behaviour. A main focus of their regular training is a training trip of around 
65 km, during which drivers complete the traditional stages of a transport operation. 

TALKE has invested in a “BBS Professional Training” tractor unit with a chassis and tank 
container specifically for this purpose.

Within the framework of our annual TALKE´s Intensive Personnel Training (TIPS) pro-
gramme, which has been in place since 1985, Dangerous Goods topics are regularly 
conveyed. In matters of timing, duration and contents, TIPS meets the requirements of 
the German Professional Driver Qualification Act (BKrFQG).

In September 2014, 150 drivers attended TALKE’s Safety Day at the Nürburgring’s 
driving safety centre, where they were taught about safety at the wheel and handling 
chemicals, among other things. The extensive and ambitious programme was organi-
sed in cooperation with external partners.

TALKE has also worked very closely with the local fire service and authorities for many 
years. By staging regular emergency drills, we allow the fire service to prepare for 
dealing with incidents involving chemicals. TALKE also benefits from this cooperation; 
because the exercises are only made known to a few employees in advance, we can 
use them to examine our own safety measures and emergency procedures in realistic 
conditions. In addition, the exercises help us to improve cooperation in the event of 
an emergency.
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SHOWING APPRECIATION 
FOR WORKPLACE SAFETY

The biggest reward for our hard work is a safe working environment for our emplo-
yees. Since this requires a collaborative effort, we reward teams that go a minimum of 
one year accident-free with a company certificate and a gift. Thanks to the awareness 
of our employees and our intensive training, a growing number of teams are now able 
to be rewarded for long-term, accident-free work. 

Our safety champions in 2014 were the Cologne-Niehl team and 
the semitrailer team in Stade, who have gone 15 and 17 years res-
pectively without an incident.

However, few things are so good they cannot be improved. Consequently, we make 
our employees report all potentially hazardous situations that they encounter in their 
work. True to the motto “share, learn, prevent”, we regularly circulate descriptions of 
these scenarios to the rest of the workforce to raise awareness of the hazards con-
cerned. In doing so, we aim to help employees identify and resolve potential hazards 
before they develop and thus we can reduce risks. 

IDEA MANAGEMENT – 
EMPLOYEES HELP TO OPTIMISE PROCESSES

Idea management is also a matter of expertise – because no-one knows the workplace 
better than our employees themselves. As part of our idea management scheme, all 
our employees – from trainees to senior executives – are encouraged to keep their 
eyes open when on the move on company premises in order to identify potential im-
provements and suggest them to the team. We’re interested in any suggestions that will 
make our activities safer, more efficient or more environmentally friendly.

Ideas can be submitted throughout the year, and we consistently report high levels 
of staff participation in the scheme. All ideas are looked into and – if they appear to 
engender better working conditions or more efficient processes – are implemented as 
soon as possible.

OUR PLANS FOR 
2015 

Corporate responsibility is a continuing mission that will also be a major focus for us 
in 2015. In particular, we’ll continue to analyse our processes and – if feasible and 
advantageous – adapt them in order to further optimise our use of resources.

We also plan to reinforce communication between sites and drivers, and will continue 
to invest in modernising our infrastructure. Of course, we will continue to focus on 
staff training; dangerous goods training, drills with the local fire service, driver safety 
training and more besides will ensure that we continue to pay the same close attention 
as usual in our daily work with hazardous and non-hazardous materials.

We also plan to develop and publish a company code of conduct in 2015. In the 
long term, we wish to establish suitable sustainability activities at all of our business 
units worldwide. You’ll be able to find out what specific measures we’ve introduced 
for 2015 in our next sustainability report – which, like this one, will be available to 
download from our website.

OUTLOOK
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